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My aims as an instructor are (1) to improve students’ abilities to engage critically yet charitably 

with philosophical arguments through reading, writing, and small-group exercises; and (2) to 

enable students to make meaningful connections between philosophy and their personal lives. 

To illustrate: In order to facilitate high-level discussion of course material in my computer ethics 

class, I employed a method called Team Based Learning (TBL). This approach enables students 

in large classes—even in traditional lecture halls with fixed seating—to gain the benefits of a 

seminar-style classroom.1 In a TBL classroom, students are assigned to permanent teams on the 

basis of their key skills. At the start of each unit, students individually complete a quiz based on 

the pre-reading, then review the test in their teams, followed by large group discussion of any 

lingering confusions. The remaining sessions of the unit are devoted to applying course concepts 

to real-world problems. These activities are designed to emulate real ethical discussions the 

students may have in their professional lives as software developers, or in their personal lives as 

savvy computer users. Teams discuss their answer to a specific question such as, “Would it be 

unethical for a university to require its students to use attendance-tracking apps?” In large group 

discussion, they then defend their answers by appealing to ethical theories. I facilitated these 

activities with the help of instructional technology. For example, I used the Top Hat classroom 

response app to conduct quizzes, to distribute and collect in-class activities, and to poll class for 

their answers to the activities. In course evaluations, students overwhelmingly indicated that 

these activities were enjoyable and contributed to their understanding of the course material. One 

student remarked: “The team-based learning was unique and I had never experienced a method 

like that in a university course before. Being in a team helped my understanding of the course 

material because everyone could share their ideas and opinions.” 

I am constantly improving my pedagogical practice by trying new techniques. Something I am 

excited to try in a future course is to use tabletop roleplaying games, such as Dungeons & 

Dragons, as an instructional tool. Initial experiments by philosophy professors such as Rebecca 

Scott and Ryan Windeknecht have shown that the imaginative free play of such games is an 

exciting way to challenge students to engage with ethical issues through interactive thought 

experiments.2 For example, if a student’s character is committed to Kantian ethics, how would 

she approach a ruin full of evil goblins? Would she think she is forbidden from sneaking in—is 

stealth a kind of deception? As an indie game designer in my free time,3 I am already thinking 

about ways to design a game specifically for this purpose. 

In sum, my teaching empowers students with the skills needed to engage critically with exciting 

philosophical issues that are important to the discipline and to their personal lives through a 

variety of engaging instructional methods and learning technologies. 
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